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The breakage of carbon fibers is a usual and well-known damage observed during the implementation of 
reinforcement of composite materials. The cohesion of the yarn is a very important mechanical property to 
avoid this type of defect and is influenced by the sizing and the twist of the yarns. In this experimental study, 
friction tests between two yarns are conducted and friction force or coefficient of friction are analyzed. The 
contact angle between this yarns is also studied. 
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1. Introduction 

Carbon fibers are often used as reinforcement for 
composite materials. At different steps of the 
implementation of the reinforcement, the fibers (and the 
tows) interact and these contacts can induce some defects 
such fiber breakages in the final textile assembly. Then 
the quality of the final part can be deteriorated and the 
efficiency of the process is low. The cohesion linked to 
the sizing and the twist of the yarn has an influence on 
these damages. 
In this experimental study the friction behavior of tows 
or individual fibers is studied by varying experimental 
parameters that correspond to real case. Contact angle, 
sizing and twist are the main parameters. If sizing and 
twist are industrial solutions to improve tow cohesion, 
the contact angle experimental simulation allow to better 
understand phenomena occurring. 

2. Methods 

The experimental principle consists in rubbing together 
two tows or two carbon fibers at a chosen contact angle. 
For this experimental study a specific experimental 
procedure has been established (tribometer, sample-
carrier…) [1]. During the friction test, constituted of 
several friction cycles, normal and tangential forces are 
recorded and their evolution can be followed. The 
coefficient of friction computed from these 
measurements can also be analyzed. 

 

Figure 1: Evolution of the COF relative to the friction 

angle with the error bars at tow scale with additional 

data extracted from [2, 3]. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Contact angle effect 
The coefficient of friction at different contact angles is 
higher when yarns are parallel and without any twist 
because of the yarn interpenetration because of fiber 
mobility (Figure 1).  

3.2. Sizing effect 
Tests realized on yarns with two different sizing coatings 
show a difference of coefficient of friction whatever the 
contact angle. 

3.3. Twist effect 
For twisted yarns, the higher coefficient of friction is 
obtained for a non-zero contact angle. This angle is 
linked to the helix angle due to the twist. (Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2: Shape of the evolution of the coefficient of 

friction between two yarns in function of the contact 

angle and the twist 
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